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A B S T R A C T   

Chronic stress represents a vulnerability factor for anxiety and depressive disorders and has been widely used to 
model aspects of these disorders in rodents. Disinhibition of somatostatin (SST)-positive GABAergic interneurons 
in mice by deletion of γ2 GABAA receptors selectively from these cells (SSTCre:γ2f/f mice) has been shown to 
result in behavioral and biochemical changes that mimic the responses to antidepressant doses of ketamine. Here 
we explored the extent to which SSTCre:γ2f/f mice exhibit resilience to unpredictable chronic mild stress (UCMS). 
We found that male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice are resilient to UCMS-induced (i) reductions in weight gain, (ii) reductions 
in SST-immuno-positive cells in medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), (iii) increases in phosphorylation of eukaryotic 
elongation factor 2 (eEF2) in mPFC, and (iv) increased anxiety in a novelty suppressed feeding test. Female 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice were resilient to UCMS-induced reductions in SST-immuno-positive cells indistinguishably 
from males. However, in contrast to males, they showed no UCMS effects on weight gain independent of ge-
notype. Moreover, in mPFC of female γ2f/f control mice, UCMS resulted in paradoxically reduced p-EF2 levels 
without stress effects in the SSTCre:γ2f/f mutants. Lastly, female SSTCre:γ2f/f mice showed increased rather than 
reduced UCMS induced anxiety compared to γ2f/f controls. Thus, disinhibition of SST interneurons results in 
behavioral resilience to UCMS selectively in male mice, along with cellular resilience of SST neurons to UCMS 
independent of sex. Thus, mechanisms underlying vulnerability and resilience to stress are sex specific and map 
to mPFC rather than hippocampus but appear unrelated to changes in expression of SST as a marker of corre-
sponding interneurons.   

1. Introduction 

Chronic stress is a known risk factor for diverse psychiatric disorders, 
particularly major depressive disorder (MDD) (Stroud et al., 2011; 
Treadway et al., 2015). Stress-induced elevations of extracellular 
glutamate are widely recognized as mediators of the detrimental cellular 
and behavioral effects of chronic stress and also implicated in the eti-
ology of major depressive disorder (MDD) (Moghaddam and Jackson, 
2004; McEwen et al., 2016). Preclinical and clinical evidence points to 
defects in GABAergic inhibition as mediators of stress vulnerability and 
causal factors for MDD (Luscher and Fuchs, 2015; Ghosal et al., 2017; 

Newton et al., 2019). In particular, MDD is associated with reduced 
expression of somatostatin (SST), a marker representative of about 30% 
of cortical GABAergic interneurons (Fee et al., 2017). In support of a 
causative role of SST neuron dysfunction in stress-related neuropsychi-
atric disorders, rodent models subjected to chronic stress exhibit 
disproportionate gene expression changes in SST neurons (Lin and 
Sibille, 2015; Girgenti et al., 2019), while micro-infusion of SST into the 
brain (Engin et al., 2008), knock out of the SST gene (Lin and Sibille, 
2015) and chemogenetic silencing of SST neurons (Soumier and Sibille, 
2014) result in altered emotional behavior of mice. 

GABAergic interneurons are the principal neurons mediating neural 
inhibition in the brain. In addition to SST neurons, they include 
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interneurons that express the Ca2þ binding protein parvalbumin (PV, 
approximately 40%), or the 5-HT3a receptor (30%) as identifying 
marker proteins (Rudy et al., 2011). SST neurons are structurally and 
functionally heterogeneous but they include Martinotti cells in the 
neocortex and Oriens Lacunosum Moleculare (OLM) and bistratified 
cells in the hippocampus as major subtypes that specifically target the 
distal apical dendrites of pyramidal cells (Muller and Remy, 2014; 
Yavorska and Wehr, 2016). Functionally, these cells provide network 
activity-dependent supra-linear feedforward inhibition to pyramidal 
cells (Kapfer et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2008). Their activity scales with 
network activity in the theta frequency, a property that is also regulated 
by anxiolytic and antidepressant drugs (McNaughton et al., 2007). 

Anxiety and depressive disorders are increasingly recognized to 
involve chronic imbalances of neural excitation and inhibition due to 
defects in GABAergic inhibition and excesses in glutamatergic excitation 
(Luscher and Fuchs, 2015). Reduced GABA levels found in MDD patients 
are restored by antidepressant drug treatment (Sanacora et al., 2002; 
Bhagwagar et al., 2004; Kucukibrahimoglu et al., 2009). Studies in ro-
dents indicate that relatively modest, genetically-induced defects in 
GABAergic inhibition can cause anxiety- and depression-related 
behavioral changes (Crestani et al., 1999; Earnheart et al., 2007; Vol-
lenweider et al., 2011; Kolata et al., 2018) that are reversible by chronic 
treatment with the tricyclic antidepressant desipramine (Shen et al., 
2010) or with the rapid antidepressant ketamine (Ren et al., 2016). The 
antidepressant behavioral effects of ketamine in GABAA receptor 
(GABAAR)-mutant mice are associated with restoration and potentiation 
of GABAergic synaptic inhibition of pyramidal cells (Ren et al., 2016). 
Similarly, chronic stress-induced downregulation of GABAergic synap-
ses can be reversed by ketamine (Ghosal et al., 2020). Collectively, these 
data suggest that GABA itself may have antidepressant properties. 

To test by genetic means whether GABA has antidepressant proper-
ties, we recently examined mice with disinhibited SST neurons, using 
deletion of γ2 GABAARs selectively from these neurons (SSTCre:γ2f/f 

mice) (Fuchs et al., 2017). As predicted, SST cells of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice 
were hyperexcitable, resulting in increased GABAergic inhibition of 
hippocampal and cortical pyramidal cell targets. Consistent with a shift 
in synaptic excitation:inhibition balance towards greater inhibition 
(Heise et al., 2016), the circuit changes of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice were 
accompanied by reduced activity of the Ca2þ dependent enzyme 
eukaryotic elongation factor 2 kinase (eEF2K) and reduced phosphory-
lation of its target, eEF2. Behaviorally, SSTCre:γ2f/f mice reproduced the 
anxiolytic- and antidepressant-like behavior of mice that have been 
treated with ketamine. Lastly, SST mRNA and protein levels in 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice remained unaffected, suggesting that the behavioral 
changes of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice can be attributed to increased GABAergic 
inhibition of pyramidal cells. Collectively, these data indicated that 
enhancing GABAergic synaptic inhibition of pyramidal cell dendrites 
through disinhibition of SST neurons reproduces the prolonged synaptic, 

biochemical and behavioral consequences of ketamine treatment (Fuchs 
et al., 2017) (reviewed in Luscher et al., 2020). Consistent with a pu-
tative neuroprotective mechanism, SST cells have been shown to delimit 
NMDA receptor mediated Ca2þ entry into dendritic spines of pyramidal 
cells (Chiu et al., 2013), which may attenuate the detrimental effects of 
excessive or untimely glutamatergic input to these cells (Lau and 
Tymianski, 2010). However, whether SSTCre:γ2f/f mice are further 
protected from the negative consequences of chronic stress has not yet 
been explored. Here we have extended our studies to test whether 
SSTCre:γ2f/f male and female mice exhibit resilience to chronic stress, 
using exposure to unpredictable chronic mild stress (UCMS) as a model. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Animals 

All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committees (IACUC) of the Pennsylvania State University 
and conducted in accordance with guidelines of the National Institutes 
of Health (NIH). SSTCre mice (also known as Ssttm2.1(cre)Zjh/J, Stock 
#013044), Ai9 mice (B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sor tm9(CAGtdTomato)Hze/J, 
Stock No 007909) and C57BL/6J mice (BL/6J, Stock No. 000664) were 
all obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). The γ2f/f 

mouse line (Gabrg2tm2Lusc/J, Stock No: 016830, Jackson Laboratory) 
containing Gabrg2 alleles flanked by lox P sites was generated in house 
(Schweizer et al., 2003). All mice were backcrossed to the BL/6J strain 
for five or more generations. To limit interference of the SSTCre allele 
with emotional behavior, the SSTCre locus was strictly maintained in the 
heterozygous state (Lin and Sibille, 2015). The mice compared in ex-
periments were produced as littermates, with the SSTCre allele present 
as a single copy (hemizygous) in male breeders to prevent germ line 
recombination. Breeding pairs and non-stressed control mice were 
maintained on a 12:12 h reverse light–dark cycle (lights off at 8AM) with 
food and water available ad libitum. The mice were genotyped at the 
time of weaning using PCR of tail DNA and an AccuStart II PCR Geno-
typing Kit (Quantabio, Beverly, MA, USA) and primers described on the 
JAX web site or in Schweizer et al. (2003). Biochemical and behavioral 
analyses of animals were all done with the experimenter blinded to 
genotype and treatment. 

2.2. UCMS protocol 

SSTCre:γ2f/f and γ2f/f littermate mice were separated by genotype 
and sex at the time of weaning. At 8–10 week of age, they were further 
divided into no stress (NS) and UCMS groups with balancing for sucrose 
preference and body weight. UCMS mice were singly housed and sub-
jected to six weeks of UCMS consisting of 1–3 mild stressors/day for 
varied durations on a random schedule as described (Elizalde et al., 
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2008). Stressors included removal of bedding (4–24 h), wet cage floor 
(30 min), rotating mice among cages, cage tilted at a 45� angle (12–18 
h), food or water deprivation (12–18 h), change in light-dark cycle, 
transfer to 4 �C chilled cage, and shaking home cage on a rotating 
platform (60 RPM, radius: 0.78 cm, 1 min). All stressors were applied 
during both light and dark phases. NS mice were housed in groups of 2–4 
in a separate room. UCMS was continued throughout behavioral ana-
lyses with single housing as the only stressor for the 12 h preceding 
testing. 

2.3. Immunohistochemistry and serial two-photon tomography 

Mice were anesthetized with Avertin or isoflurane inhalation and 
perfused with ice-cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% 
paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS (pH ¼ 7.4). Brains were postfixed for 6 h 
or overnight in the same solution at 4 �C. For immunohistochemistry, 
floating sections (50 μm) were immunostained using rat anti- 
somatostatin (1:250, MAB354, Millipore, Burlington, MA, USA), rabbit 
anti-parvalbumin (PV, 1:500, ab11427, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA), 
and guinea pig anti-NeuN (1:1000, ABN90, Millipore) and developed 
using secondary goat antibodies conjugated to Alexa 647 or 488 
(Jackson Immuno Research, West Grove, PA, USA) or Cy3 (Molecular 
Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). All samples from a given sex were processed 
in parallel. Single optical sections were imaged using a Zeiss LSM Pascal 
confocal microscope with a 20x objective with at least 3 images quan-
tified per area of interest and brain using Image J (https://imagej.nih. 
gov/ij/). The densities of SST- and PV-IP cells were normalized to the 
density of NeuN-IP cells. For serial two-photon tomography (STPT), the 
mice were perfused as above and the brains postfixed over-night and 
then embedded in oxidized agarose and cross-linked in sodium bor-
ohydrate buffer solution overnight at 4 �C. Using a TissueCyte 1000, 
imaging system (Tissuevision), series of images of tdTomato-(tdT)- 
fluorescent cells were acquired in 12 � 16 XY tiles (X and Y resolution ¼
1 μm) across 280 serial 50 μm z-sections of each mouse. A custom built 
algorithm was used to perform stitching, signal detection, image regis-
tration, and automatic cell counting in defined anatomical regions 
throughout the brain as described (Kim et al., 2015, 2017). 

2.4. Western blotting 

Tissue extracts in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM 
EDTA, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate, 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM NaVO3, 5 
mM NaF and 1X protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) 
were analyzed on 4–12% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gels, 
transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes and probed with 
mouse anti β-tubulin (1:10 000, no. T8328, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, 
USA), rabbit anti-phospho-eEF2 (Thr56) (1:500, no. 2331), and rabbit 
anti-eEF2 (1:500, no. 2332, Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, 
USA). Immunoblots were developed using IRDye secondary antibodies 
and the protein bands imaged and quantitated using an Odyssey CLx 
infrared imager (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA). 

2.5. Behavioral analyses 

NS mice were group housed and subjected to only the minimal 
handling necessary and subjected to behavioral testing along with UCMS 
exposed mice. Behavioral tests were conducted by an experimenter 
blind to genotype, during the first 5 h of the dark phase using two tests 
per week. All behavioral experiments were performed under red light 
(except for the Open Field Test (OFT)). The animals were tested two at a 
time with the sequence and pairing of animals changed randomly be-
tween tests. Testing was initiated with an Open Field Test (OFT), fol-
lowed by NSFT, home cage feeding, Sucrose Preference test (SPT), 
Elevated Plus maze (EPM), and sucrose splash test (SSPT). For the OFT 
(Shen et al., 2012; Fuchs et al., 2017), the mice were transferred from 
the holding room (dark phase) and immediately exposed to an 

odor-saturated 50 � 50 � 20 cm opaque Plexiglass arena and standard 
room illumination (75 lx) for 10 min. The total distance traveled over 10 
min and the % time spent in the 30 � 30 cm center square during the 
first 5 min were quantitated using an EthoVision XT video tracking 
system (Noldus Information Technologies, Leesburg, VA, USA). All other 
tests were conducted under red light. For the NSFT (Shen et al., 2010; 
Fuchs et al., 2017), the mice were singly housed for 24 h and food 
deprived for 18 h before testing. They were transferred to the corner of a 
Plexiglass arena (50 � 50 � 20 cm) containing three cm of saw dust 
bedding, with a pellet of rodent chow placed on a white cotton nesting 
square (6 � 6 � .5 cm) in the center of the arena. The latency to feed was 
hand-scored with feeding defined as the mouse biting into the chow 
while resting on its hind paws. Trials were stopped after 10 min, even if 
no feeding occurred. To assess appetite, three days following the NSFT 
the mice were singly housed with saw dust bedding and food deprived 
for 18 h as above and then were given a pre-weighed rodent chow pellet 
in their home cage during the first 4 h of the dark phase. The chow was 
weighed again 10 min later and the amount consumed was calculated. 
For the SPT, the mice were housed in standard open lid cages and trained 
to drink from 25 mL plastic pipettes (with sealed tops) for 12 h with a 
choice of water and 0.5% sucrose. The pipette positions were switched at 
the start and 12 h time point of the total 24 h measuring period. For any 
given training or testing session, half of the mice had the sucrose pipettes 
positioned to the left of the water-containing pipettes and for the other 
half the positions were inverted. For the EPM (Lister, 1987), the mice 
were placed into the center square of an elevated (40 cm) crossbar with 
two open and two closed arms (30 � 5 cm), facing a closed arm. The 
closed arms were surrounded by 20 cm walls of clear Plexiglas. The 
edges of open arms were raised by 2 mm to minimize accidental falling. 
The behavior was video recorded for 5 min using an EthoVision XT video 
tracking system. Mice that fell off the EPM were excluded from analysis. 
For the SSPT (Isingrini et al., 2010), the mice were singly housed for 24 
h, transferred to an empty cage and sprayed on their backs twice with a 
fixed volume (0.7 mL) of 10% sucrose solution using a 250 mL spray 
bottle, to stimulate grooming behavior. The mice were immediately 
returned to their home cage and the grooming frequency and duration 
recorded manually over 5 min. 

2.6. Statistics 

Statistical testing was performed using Prism 7 software (Graphpad, 
La Jolla, CA) or, for 3-way repeated measure ANOVAs, SAS (SAS Insti-
tute, Cary, NC 27513). For all data sets, outliers identified using the 
ROUT method (Prism 7) were discarded. Normal distribution of data 
was verified using the D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus normality test and 
group means were compared by 2-way or 3-way ANOVA followed by 
post hoc Fisher’s LSD or Tukey test as indicated in Figure legends. 

3. Results 

3.1. SST immuno-positive neurons in the mPFC of SSTCre:γ2f/f male and 
female mice are resilient to the detrimental effects of chronic mild stress 

UCMS exposure of mice results in marked neocortical reductions of 
SST mRNA and protein expression (Lin and Sibille, 2015; Banasr et al., 
2017) and corresponding reductions in the density of SST 
immuno-positive (IP) neurons in hippocampus of UCMS exposed rats 
(Czeh et al., 2015). To begin to assess whether the anxiolytic- and 
antidepressant-like phenotype of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice includes resilience to 
stress-induced loss of SST-IP neurons, we subjected eight to ten week old 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice and γ2f/f littermate controls to six weeks of UCMS, 
followed by quantitation of the density of SST-IP interneurons. NS 
control mice of both genotypes were analyzed in parallel. Notably and in 
contrast to previous experiments done with mice on the 129 genetic 
background (Fuchs et al., 2017), all experiments in the current study 
were performed with mice backcrossed to the BL/6J strain, which is 
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more widely used for chronic stress studies of mice. We focused on the 
mPFC because markers of GABAergic inhibition in this brain area are 
prominently affected by UCMS (Veeraiah et al., 2014; Czeh et al., 2015; 
Lin and Sibille, 2015; Ma et al., 2016; Banasr et al., 2017) and strongly 
implicated in stress-associated affective disorders (Treadway et al., 
2015). We performed separate quantitation of cell densities in the pre-
limbic (PLC) and infralimbic cortex (ILC) to account for differences in 
SST cell densities (Kim et al., 2017) and neural connectivity (He et al., 
2016; Liu and Carter, 2018) of these brain regions. Parvalbumin 
immuno-positive (PV-IP) interneurons were analyzed in the same sec-
tions as an additional reference, and we controlled for variations in total 
neuron density by normalizing the interneuron density to the density of 
cells expressing the pan-neuronal marker NeuN. Interestingly, exposure 
of γ2f/f mice (both sexes combined) to UCMS resulted in the predicted 
reduction in the density of SST-immuno-positive (IP) in both PLC and 
ILC and neither of these effects were observed in SSTCre:γ2f/f littermates 
(Fig. 1A–C). We observed no effects of UCMS on the density of PV-IP 
neurons, regardless of genotype (Fig. 1D, E). We observed similar ef-
fects when we segregated the data by sex. In males, UCMS resulted in 
significant downregulation of SSTþ cells in PLC and ILC of γ2f/f mice but 
not SSTCre:γ2f/f littermates (Fig. 1F,G). Female mice showed an overall 
pattern similar to males. That is, UCMS-exposed vs. NS γ2f/f female mice 
showed a reduced density of SST-IP neurons in mPFC (PLC þ ILC com-
bined, genotype effect: F1,14 ¼ 35.96, p < 0.001, stress effect: F1,14 ¼

5.59, p ¼ 0.03, ANOVA; p ¼ 0.03, n ¼ 4, Fisher’s LSD), and no such 
effect was evident in SSTCre:γ2ff/mice (p ¼ 0.41, n ¼ 4–6, Fisher’s LSD, 
data not shown). When the PLC and ILC were analyzed separately, the 
UCMS effects on SSTþ cell density in γ2f/f mice were significant in the 
ILC (Fig. 1K) while in the PLC the stress effect did not reach significance 
due to low sample numbers (Fig. 1L). As in males, UCMS exposure had 
no effects on SSTþ cell densities in SSTCre:γ2f/f littermates (Fig. 1J,K) 
nor on the density of PVþ neurons, independent of genotype (Fig. 1L,M). 

3.2. UCMS-induced reductions in SST-IP cells represent loss of SST 
expression rather than loss of cells 

We next asked whether UCMS-induced reductions in the density of 
SST-IP cells indicates loss of these cells or merely reduced expression of 
SST. We genetically labeled SST neurons by crossing SSTCre mice with 
the Cre reporter Ai9, which enables quantitation of these cells inde-
pendent of altered SST protein expression in adulthood. We previously 
showed that deletion of one γ2 allele in SSTCre:γ2f/þ:Ai9 mice does not 
measurably affect the function of SST neurons, nor does it affect anxiety- 
and depression-related behavior (Fuchs et al., 2017). Thus, for practical 
reasons we used SSTCre:γ2f/þ:Ai9 mice for this experiment. Comparison 
of UCMS exposed and NS SSTCre:γ2f/þ:Ai9 mice by STPT using tdT 
fluorescence as a marker for SST cells revealed unaltered densities of 
cells in PLC, ILC as well as ventral hippocampus (Fig. 1N,O). We also 
found no differences in the density of these cells between UCMS exposed 
SSTCre:γ2f/þ:Ai9 and UCMS SSTCre:γ2f/f:Ai9 mice (not shown). There-
fore, UCMS-induced reductions in SST-IP cells reflect reduced expres-
sion of SST rather than loss of SSTþ neurons. 

3.3. UCMS-exposed SSTCre:γ2f/f male but not female mice show reduced 
eEF2 phosphorylation in mPFC 

Phosphorylation of eEF2T56 by eEF2 kinase has been shown to be 
increased by chronic mild stress selectively in the PFC but not hippo-
campus of male rats (Gronli et al., 2012). Conversely, p-eEF2 is reduced 
(indicative of increased eEF2 activity) by both conventional and 
rapid-acting antidepressants (Autry et al., 2011; Opal et al., 2014; Zanos 
et al., 2016) and required for antidepressant behavioral effects of keta-
mine (Nosyreva et al., 2013). Together these data suggest that p-eEF2T56 

serves as a biochemical marker of chronic stress sensitivity and antide-
pressant drug action. We previously showed that basal p-eEF2 levels 
were reduced in stress-naïve SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (129 strain) in both 

mPFC and hippocampus (Fuchs et al., 2017), which is consistent with 
the antidepressant-like behavioral phenotype of these mice. Here, we 
compared the p-eEF2T56 levels of NS and UCMS-exposed SSTCre:γ2f/f 

mice and γ2f/f controls (BL/6J strain) (Fig. 2). In the hippocampus 
(pooled sexes), p-eEF2 levels were increased by stress independent of 
genotype (Fig. 2A). However, no such overall effect was evident in the 
mPFC (Fig. 2B). The reduced p-eEF2 levels of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice previ-
ously reported for the 129 strain were replicated here for the BL/6J 
strain but only in hippocampus of males and mPFC of females (Fig. 2B,F) 
and not in mPFC of males nor hippocampus of females (Fig. 2D,E). A 
likely explanation for this is provided in the Discussion. 

To test for possible sexually dimorphic effects of stress, we further 
analyzed the data segregated by sex (Fig. 2C–F). In hippocampus of 
males, p-eEF2 levels showed a significant stress effect independent of 
genotype and without stress � genotype interaction (Fig. 2C) indicating 
lack of resilience to stress in the hippocampus of male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice. 
By contrast, in the mPFC of males p-eEF2 levels showed a significant 
interaction of stress and genotype. UCMS tended to increase the p-eEF2 
level selectively in γ2f/f mice, while lowering this parameter in 
SSTCre:γ2f/f littermates. Moreover, p-eEF2 levels were reduced in UCMS 
SSTCre:y2f/f vs. UCMS y2f/f males. Thus, male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice are 
resilient to chronic stress-induced increases in p-eEF2 in mPFC but not 
hippocampus. 

As in males, the hippocampus of female γ2f/f and SSTCre:γ2f/f mice 
showed an overall stress effect independent of genotype and no geno-
type X stress interaction, indicating lack of resilience to stress in the 
hippocampus of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (Fig. 2E). Curiously, the mPFC of 
female mice showed the expected genotype effect combined with a 
paradoxical stress effect and a stress � genotype interaction (Fig. 2F). 
More explicitly, UCMS resulted in a paradoxical reduction of p-eEF2 
levels in female γ2f/f mice that is opposite to stress effects reported in the 
literature for males (Gronli et al., 2012). However, the reduced p-eEF2 
levels in stress-naïve SSTCre:γ2f/f vs γ2f/f mice (Fig. 2F) confirms the 
genotype effect previously reported for the 129 strain of these mice 
albeit only in females and not in males or when the sexes were combined 
(Fig. 2B,D). A possible explanation for incomplete replication of data 
across strain backgrounds is provided in the Discussion. 

3.4. SSTCre:γ2f/f male mice exhibit resilience to UCMS-induced increases 
in anxiety 

Next, we examined whether apparent stress resilience of male 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice was also evident at the level of age related body 
weight gain and behavior. Weekly body weights of the mice during 
UCMS exposure (starting at 8–10 weeks of age) revealed a stress � ge-
notype interaction of weight gain, with UCMS exposed γ2f/f mice 
showing reduced weight gain compared to NS γ2f/f controls. By contrast, 
the weight gain of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice remained unaffected by UCMS 
(Fig. 3B), suggesting that these mice are resilient to the chronic stress 
effects on weight gain. Importantly, a separate cohort of UCMS and NS 
WT and SSTCre control mice that was tested analogously revealed 
reduced weight gains of both UCMS SSTCre and UCMS WT mice 
compared to their respective NS control groups (Fig. S1A). Thus, un-
specific Cre-recombination did not contribute to resilience of 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice with respect to UCMS-induced reductions in weight 
gain. 

When we analyzed γ2f/f and SSTCre:γ2f/f mice in an OFT, we 
observed an interaction of genotype and stress on distance traveled, with 
an UCMS-induced increase in locomotion of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice but not 
γ2f/f mice (Fig. 3C). The time spent in the center of the OFT remained 
unchanged (Fig. 3D). The stress-induced hyperactivity of male 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice then led us to focus the subsequent behavioral ana-
lyses on largely locomotion-insensitive behavioral parameters. In the 
EPM, we observed a genotype effect on percent time spent on open arms, 
with an anxiolytic-like increase in open arm time in SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. γ2f/f 

mice independent of stress (Fig. 3E). This confirms the anxiolytic-like 
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phenotype previously reported for the 129 strain of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice 
(Fuchs et al., 2017). Notably, similar to the OFT the EPM failed to show 
anxiogenic-like consequences of UCMS in γ2f/f mice (Fig. 3D,E); how-
ever, we observed anxiogenic-like effects of UCMS in wildtype (WT) and 
SSTCre control groups in both of these tests (Figs. S1C and D, Supple-
ment 1). The indistinguishable behavior of WT and SSTCre mice in the 
OFT and EPM confirmed that the anxiolytic-like phenotype of 
SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. γ2f/f mice required Cre-mediated recombination of the 
γ2 locus. 

In the NSFT, the latency to feed of γ2f/f and SSTCre:γ2f/f mice showed 
an overall stress effect and a trend for a stress � genotype interaction 
(Fig. 3F). Post hoc tests showed an anxiogenic-like increase in latency to 
feed in UCMS γ2f/f vs. NS γ2f/f mice, but not in UCMS SSTCre:γ2f/f mice 
vs. NS SSTCre:γ2f/f mice, suggesting resilience of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice to 
the anxiogenic effects of chronic stress. This phenotype was dependent 
on Cre-mediated recombination as UCMS increased the latency to feed 
of SSTCre mice in a manner indistinguishable from WT mice (Fig. S1). 
Home cage feeding of mice that were food deprived and refed in their 
home cage remained unaffected by genotype, and UCMS exposed 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice ate less rather than more than NS SSTCre:γ2f/f mice 
(Fig. S2A). Thus, the stress resilient phenotype of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice in 
the NSFT was not explained by increased appetite. 

In the SSPT, we observed an overall stress effect on grooming 
duration, with UCMS γ2f/f mice spending less time grooming than NS 
γ2f/f mice. By contrast, grooming behavior of SSTCre:γ2f/f remained 
unaffected by UCMS (Fig. 4G). However, the grooming duration was 
unaffected by UCMS also in SSTCre mice (Fig. S1F), suggesting that 
resilience of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice in this test was independent of Gabrg2 
locus inactivation and the test therefore not informative. Similarly, the 
SPT showed a small but significant overall stress effect on sucrose 
preference but post hoc comparisons were not significant and the test 
therefore not informative (Fig. 3H). Taken together, the data indicate 
that male SSTCre:γ2f/f are resilient to UCMS-induced reductions in 
weight gain and UCMS-induced increases in anxiety in the NSFT. Stress 
resilience could not be assessed in other tests (OFT, EPM, SSPT, SPT) 
because corresponding behavioral parameters were insensitive to UCMS 
or because of aberrant behavior of SSTCre control mice. 

3.5. SSTCre:γ2f/f female mice differ from males in that they remain 
sensitive to UCMS-induced anxiety 

Female SSTCre:γ2f/f mice showed resilience to UCMS-induced re-
ductions in the density of SST-IP cells, similar to males. However, they 
differed from males in that they showed a paradoxical UCMS-induced 
reduction of p-eEF2T56 in the mPFC. Female mice (produced as 

littermates of males tested in Fig. 3) underwent the same UCMS protocol 
and behavioral tests as the males (Fig. 4A) but were tested on different 
days within the same week. As for males, we repeated these experiments 
in a separate cohort of SSTCre and WT littermates, to assess the possible 
contribution of unspecific Cre effects (Fig. S3). In contrast to males, 
UCMS did not alter the body weight gain of female mice, independent of 
genotype (Fig. 4B). In the OFT, female mice showed a genotype effect on 
locomotion (Fig. 4C). Measurements of center duration revealed an 
overall anxiogenic effect of UCMS. UCMS significantly decreased the 
center duration of SSTCre:γ2f/f but not γ2f/f mice, suggesting a chronic 
stress-induced increase in anxiety selectively in SSTCre:γ2f/f mice 
(Fig. 4D). Notably, a similar UCMS-induced reduction in center duration 
was evident also in SSTCre and WT control animals, confirming that 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice showed normal sensitivity to stress (Fig. S3C). In the 
EPM, there was a genotype effect on percent time spent on open arms 
(Fig. 4E). NS SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. NS γ2f/f mice showed the expected 
anxiolytic-like phenotype reported previously for the 129 strain of these 
mice (Fuchs et al., 2017). UCMS-exposed SSTCre:γ2f/f mice vs. UCMS 
γ2f/f mice showed an anxiolytic-like increase in the time on open arms. 
This result may indicate stress resilience of female SSTCre:γ2f/f mice but 
is compromised by absence of significant UCMS effects in γ2f/f, WT and 
SSTCre controls (Fig. 4E and Fig. S3D). In the NSFT, the latency to feed 
showed a significant effect of stress and a genotype � stress interaction 
(Fig. 4F). NS SSTCre:γ2f/f mice showed a reduced latency to feed vs. NS 
γ2f/f mice, as previously seen with the 129 strain of these mice. How-
ever, UCMS increased the latency to feed selectively in SSTCre:γ2f/f mice 
but not γ2f/f mice (Fig. 4F), which indicates enhanced rather than 
reduced stress sensitivity of the mutants and is opposite to the stress 
resilient phenotype described in this test for males (Fig. 3F). In the SSPT, 
there was a stress effect and stress � genotype interaction on grooming 
duration (Fig. 4G). NS SSTCre:γ2f/f mice showed an increased grooming 
duration compared to NS γ2f/f mice, suggesting reduced emotionality at 
baseline as expected based on the same phenotype previously seen with 
the 129 strain of these mice. UCMS-exposed SSTCre:γ2f/f mice showed 
reduced grooming duration compared to their NS controls with a similar 
trend apparent also in UCMS γ2f/f mice vs. NS γ2f/f mice. Thus, 
SSTCre:γ2f/f female mice remained sensitive to the detrimental effects of 
UCMS in this test (Fig. 4G). The SPT did not reveal any genotype or stress 
effects in female mice and therefore was not suitable to assess genotype 
dependent changes in stress sensitivity (Fig. 4H). 

Taken together, SSTCre:γ2f/f female mice differed from males in that 
they remained susceptible to UCMS in the OFT, SSPT and NSFT. Sex 
differences were most striking in the NSFT, where male SSTCre:γ2f/f 

mice were resilient and female SSTCre:γ2f/f mice showed increased 
susceptible to UCMS. Results for the EPM were ambiguous due to the 

Fig. 1. SSTCre:γ2f/f mice are resilient to chronic stress-induced downregulation of SST. A–E) Quantification of SST- and PV-IP interneurons in NS and UCMS- 
exposed SSTCre:γ2f/f and γ2f/f mice. A) Representative micrographs of PLC sections immuno-stained for SST (red), PV (cyan) and NeuN (green). Scale bar, 150 μm. B- 
E) Summary statistics of interneuron densities normalized to NeuN-positive neurons. B) UCMS reduced the density of SST-IP cells in the PLC of γ2f/f mice (F1, 22 ¼

7.435, p ¼ 0.012, ANOVA, p ¼ 0.01, Fisher’s test) but not SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.33). The density of SST-IP cells was greater in UCMS SSTCre:γ2f/f than UCMS γ2f/f 

mice (p ¼ 0.004). C) In the ILC, UCMS reduced the density of SST-IP cells in γ2f/f (F1,20 ¼ 9.923, p ¼ 0.005, ANOVA; p ¼ 0.004, Fisher’s test) but not SSTCre:γ2f/f mice 
(p ¼ 0.24). The density of SST-IP cells was greater in UCMS SSTCre:γ2f/f than UCMS γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.002). D,E) The density of PV-IP cells in the PLC (D) and ILC (E) 
was unaffected by UCMS and genotype. F) In the PLC of males, UCMS reduced the density of SST-IP cells in γ2f/f mice (F1,13 ¼ 7.03, p ¼ 0.020, ANOVA; p ¼ 0.028, 
Fisher’s test) but not SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.24). G) Similarly, in the ILC, UCMS reduced the density of SST-IP cells in γ2f/f (F1,11 ¼ 5.44, p ¼ 0.040, ANOVA; p ¼
0.038, Fisher’s LSD) but not SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.35). The density of SST-IP cells trended higher in UCMS SSTCre:γ2f/f vs UCMS γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.096). H,I) The 
density of PV-IP cells in the PLC (H) and ILC (I) of males was unaffected by UCMS and genotype. J,K) The density of SST-IP cells of female mice was increased in 
SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. γ2f/f mice in both PLC (J) (F1,5 ¼ 6.85, p ¼ 0.047) and ILC (K) (F1,5 ¼ 65.44, p ¼ 0.0005) with a trend for increased density of SST-IP cells in UCMS 
SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. UCMS γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.06). In the ILC, the density of SST-IP cells was reduced by UCMS (F1,5 ¼ 13.86, p ¼ 0.014) and increased in NS SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. 
NS γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.006) and increased in UCMS SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. UCMS γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.0009). UCMS selectively reduced the density of SST-IP cells in γ2f/f (p ¼
0.018) but not SSTCre:γ2f/f mice. L,M) The density of PV-IP cells in the PLC (L) and ILC (M) was unaffected by stress (PLC: F1,5 ¼ 4.21, p ¼ 0.10; ILC: F1,5 ¼ 0.0042, p 
¼ 0.95) but increased in PLC of SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. γ2f/f mice. No such genotype effect was evident in the ILC (F1,5 ¼ 0.77, p ¼ 0.42). The density of PV-IP cells in the PLC 
was increased in SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. γ2f/f mice independent of stress (F1,5 ¼ 6.67, p ¼ 0.049). N) STPT of NS and UCMS SSTCre:γ2f/þ:Ai9 mice, with micrographs 
illustrating tdT-positive cells from the PLC, ILC and ventral hippocampus (HIPP). Square insets in the first column of images highlight areas enlarged in the second 
and third column. Dotted lines demarcate the anterior cingulate cortex (ACAd) from the PLC and the postpiriform transition area from the hippocampus (HIPP), 
respectively. O) Summary data comparing densities of tdT-positive cells in NS vs. UCMS treated SSTCre:γ2f/þ:Ai9 mice. Scale bar, 200 μm. Data represent 2-way 
ANOVA and Fisher’s test. Graphs represent means � SE. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. For a complete list of ANOVAs and posthoc tests see Supplement 
2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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absence of clear stress effects in γ2f/f controls. 4. Discussion 

We here have shown that genetic disinhibition of SST cells renders 
male mice resilient to UCMS across four different levels of analyses. 

Fig. 2. Male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice are resilient to 
chronic stress-induced increases in eEF2 
phosphorylation in mPFC. A,B) UCMS 
increased p-eEF2T56/eEF2 independent of sex 
and genotype in the ventral hippocampus (A) (F1, 

102 ¼ 6.22, p ¼ 0.014) but not mPFC (B) (F1, 97 ¼

2.81, p ¼ 0.10). C,D) Males: Representative 
western blots of male mice and summary statis-
tics of p-eEF2T56/eEF2 in ventral hippocampus 
and mPFC. In hippocampus (C), p-eEF2T56/eEF2 
showed a stress effect (F1, 51 ¼ 5.93, p ¼ 0.018). 
In mPFC (D), p-eEF2T56/eEF2 showed an inter-
action of stress and genotype (F1,41 ¼ 8.63, p ¼
0.005). UCMS tended to increase p-eEF2T56/eEF2 
in γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.08, n ¼ 9–14) but reduced 
this ratio in SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.02, n ¼
9–13). The p-eEF2T56 level of UCMS γ2f/f mice 
was increased compared to that of UCMS 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.02, n ¼ 9). E,F) Fe-
males: In hippocampus (E), p-eEF2T56/eEF2 
showed an overall stress effect (F1,47 ¼ 7.90, p ¼
0.007) that was almost significant in γ2f/f (p ¼
0.06) and significant in SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (p ¼
0.046, n ¼ 12–13). In mPFC (F), the p-eEF2T56/ 
eEF2 ratio showed stress (F1,52 ¼ 6.50, p ¼
0.014) and genotype effects (F1,52 ¼ 5.77, p ¼
0.020) and a stress � genotype interaction (F1,52 
¼ 9.16, p ¼ 0.004). NS SSTCre:γ2f/f mice vs. NS 
γ2f/f controls showed a paradoxical reduction of 
p-eEF2T56/eEF2 (p ¼ 0.0003, n ¼ 13–16). 2-way 
ANOVAs and Fisher’s test. Graphs represent 
means � SE. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.   
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Systemically, SSTCre:γ2f/f male mice showed resilience to UCMS- 
induced reductions in weight gain. At the cell and tissue level of the 
mPFC, male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice showed resilience to UCMS-induced re-
ductions in SST expression and UCMS-induced increases in p-eEF2. 
Lastly, at the behavioral level, SSTCre:γ2f/f males were resilient to 
UCMS-induced increases in anxiety in the NSFT. Notably, behavioral 
sensitivity to UCMS of γ2f/f controls and resilience to UCMS of 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice correlated with bidirectional changes in eEF2 phos-
phorylation specifically in mPFC but not in hippocampus. In contrast to 
males, female SSTCre:γ2f/f mice appeared more sensitive to the behav-
ioral effects of UCMS than their γ2f/f controls and they lacked any signs 
of resilience to UCMS induced changes in eEF2 phosphorylation. 
Nevertheless, female SSTCre:γ2f/f mice were resilient to UCMS induced 
reductions in SST-IP cells. Collectively, the data indicate that sex- 
specific mechanisms underlying vulnerability and resilience to stress 
map to mPFC rather than hippocampus. Moreover, maintaining the 
density of SST-IP cells (a measure of SST expression) is insufficient to 
confer stress resilience to female mice. This is noteworthy, given that 
SST is consistently downregulated both in chronic stress exposed rodents 
and postmortem brain of MDD patients (Fee et al., 2020). 

We previously showed that stress naïve SSTCre:γ2f/f mice exhibit 
normal SST mRNA and protein levels, suggesting that the anxiolytic and 
antidepressant-like phenotype of these mice did not involve altered SST 
levels (Fuchs et al., 2017). Nevertheless, micro-infusion of SST into brain 
of mice is known to have anxiolytic and antidepressant-like conse-
quences (Engin et al., 2008). Here we showed that behavioral resilience 
to UCMS of male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice correlated with stabilized SST 
expression, which raises the question whether stabilized SST levels or 

activity-dependent increases in the release of SST contribute to behav-
ioral stress resilience of male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice. Two lines of evidence 
suggest that this was not the case. First, disinhibition of SST neurons and 
stabilizing the expression of SST was insufficient to confer behavioral 
stress resilience to female mice. Second, SST heterozygous mice with 
correspondingly reduced expression of SST show normal baseline 
emotional behavior and unaltered UCMS-induced emotional reactivity 
(Lin and Sibille, 2015), These data suggest that the emotional behavior 
of mice is insensitive to moderate changes in SST expression and that 
downregulation of SST in response to stress in mice and in MDD serves 
merely as a marker of SST neuron dysfunction. Consistent with this 
interpretation, UCMS results in largely nonoverlapping sex-specific 
transcriptome changes in SST neurons (Ghosal et al., 2020). Given 
that SSTCre:γ2f/f mice mimic ketamine-induced potentiation of 
GABAergic inhibition of pyramidal cells (Ren et al., 2016; Fuchs et al., 
2017) and prefrontal reductions in eEF2 phosphorylation (Fuchs et al., 
2017), it seems likely that the stress-resilient phenotype of male 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice similarly involves enhanced GABAergic inhibition of 
pyramidal cells. 

Our results revealed marked sex-specific effects of SST neuron 
disinhibition on eEF2 phosphorylation. Increased eEF2 phosphorylation 
is known to inhibit translation while reduced p-eEF2 is associated with 
increased dendritic translation (Sutton et al., 2007; Taha et al., 2013). 
UCMS-induced increases in p-eEF2 are consistent with similar findings 
described by others in rats (Gronli et al., 2012). Conversely, reduced 
p-eEF2 levels in male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice are consistent with reduced 
phosphorylation of eEF2 observed in ketamine treated male mice (Autry 
et al., 2011; Gideons et al., 2014). Ketamine-induced antidepressant 

Fig. 3. Male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice are resilient to chronic stress-induced emotional behavior. A) Experimental design. B) Male SSTCre:γ2f/f mice were resilient to 
UCMS-induced reductions in weight gain as evidenced by a stress � genotype interaction (F1,385 ¼ 11.23, p < 0.001, 3-way repeated measurement ANOVA). C,D) In 
the OFT, there was an interaction of stress x genotype in the total distance traveled (C) (F1,55 ¼ 5.969, p ¼ 0.018). UCMS increased locomotion of SSTCre:γ2f/f (p <
0.001, n ¼ 14–15) and UCMS-exposed SSTCre:γ2f/f showed greater locomotion than UCMS-exposed γ2f/f controls (p ¼ 0.015, n ¼ 14–15). The center duration (D) was 
unaffected by stress and genotype. E) In the EPM, there was an anxiolytic-like genotype effect on % time spent on open arms (F1,40 ¼ 17.04, p < 0.001), but no stress 
effect (F1,40 ¼ 0.14, p ¼ 0.71). Post hoc tests confirmed the anxiolytic phenotype of NS SSTCre:γ2f/f mice vs. NS γ2f/f controls (p ¼ 0.046, n ¼ 8–11) and UCMS 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice vs. UCMS γ2f/f controls (p ¼ 0.016, n ¼ 9–15). F) In the NSFT, there was a stress effect on latency to feed (F1,53 ¼ 14.44, p < 0.001) and a trend for a 
stress � genotype interaction (F1,53 ¼ 2.841, p ¼ 0.098). UCMS increased the latency to feed of γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.0012, n ¼ 15) but not SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.47, n 
¼ 13–14). G) In the SSPT, there was an overall stress effect (F1,53 ¼ 22.09, p < 0.001). UCMS reduced the grooming duration of γ2f/f (p < 0.001, n ¼ 14–15) but not 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.14, n ¼ 13–15). H) The SPT showed a genotype effect, with a greater sucrose preference in SSTCre:γ2f/f compared to γ2f/f mice (F1,22 ¼ 4.76, 
p ¼ 0.04). However, post hoc comparisons of NS γ2f/f vs. NS SSTCre:γ2f/f (p ¼ 0.45), and UCMS γ2f/f vs. UCMS SSTCre:γ2f/f (p ¼ 0.41, n ¼ 5–10) were not significant, 
and there was no UCMS effect (F1,22 ¼ 0.78, p ¼ 0.39), nor a UCMS X genotype interaction (F1,22 ¼ 0.0042, p ¼ 0.95). Data were analyzed by 2-way ANOVA and 
Tukey test. Bar graphs represent means � SE. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. 
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effects are further associated with prominent enhancement of GABAer-
gic synaptic inhibition (Ren et al., 2016; Ghosal et al., 2020). Therefore, 
our data from male mice suggest that bidirectional changes in synaptic 
excitation:inhibition ratios resulting from UCMS or SST neuron disin-
hibition are linked to emotion-related behavioral outcomes by 
Ca2þ-mediated changes in mPFC p-eEF2 levels. No such relationship was 
evident for female mice. 

While tissue measures of p-eEP2 point to sex specific UCMS effects on 
translation at the tissue level (thought be representative mainly of py-
ramidal cell dendrites), recent analyses of cell specific transcriptomes by 
RNAseq has revealed male- and SST neuron-specific activation of the 
Integrated Stress Response (ISR) pathway, evidenced by prominent 
downregulation of elongation initiation factor 2 and other ribosomal 
transcripts representative of this pathway (Lin and Sibille, 2015; Gir-
genti et al., 2019). Remarkably, the ISR pathway was unaffected in SST 
neurons of female mice, although they showed overall more numerous 
gene expression changes than males (Girgenti et al., 2019). Our finding 
of similar downregulation of SST-IP cells in UCMS-exposed male and 
female γ2f/f mice therefore suggests that the SST gene is not a target of 
the ISR pathway. 

Stress-induced defects in GABAergic inhibition may be corroborated 
by altered density or function of PV interneurons, although we found no 
stress or genotype effects on the density of these neurons. Consistent 
with our findings, PV neurons show much fewer sex-specific transcript 
changes that SST neurons (Girgenti et al., 2019) and there is no 
consensus regarding the contribution of PV neurons to stress 

vulnerability, with the majority of preclinical studies showing unaltered 
or downregulated PV neuron densities and one group reporting upre-
gulation by chronic stress (reviewed in Fogaca and Duman, 2019). 
Similarly, compared to SST neurons, there are few reports pointing to 
altered PV neuron density in MDD (Sibille et al., 2011). 

We noted in the Result section that stress-naive SSTCre:γ2f/f mice of 
the BL/6J strain only partially replicated the anxiolytic and antide-
pressant phenotype previously reported for the 129 strain. This may be 
explained by the recently discovered BL/6J strain-specific hypomorphic 
allele for the Gabra2 gene that results in a ~50% reduced expression of 
α2 GABAARs (Mulligan et al., 2019). Hemizygous knockout of this gene 
in the 129 strain of mice results in heightened anxiety in the NSFT and 
increased immobility in forced swim and tail suspension tests, respec-
tively (Vollenweider et al., 2011), thereby strongly suggesting that 
reduced expression of α2 GABAARs in BL/6J vs 129 mice contributes to 
altered baseline emotional behavior of these mice. Moreover, because 
α2 and γ2 subunits are part of the same GABAAR complex and essential 
for inhibitory synapse function (Essrich et al., 1998), deletion of the γ2 
subunit from SST cells in SSTCre:γ2f/f mice is predicted to result in a 
lesser degree of disinhibition of these neurons in the BL/6J vs. 129 strain 
of mice, which explains the less robust anxiolytic and antidepressant 
phenotype of the BL/6J compared to 129 strain of SSTCre:γ2f/f mice. 

In conclusion, enhancing GABAergic inhibition of pyramidal cell 
dendrites by disinhibition of SST interneurons confers molecular, 
cellular and behavioral resilience to detrimental effects of stress selec-
tively in male mice. In contrast to males, disinhibition of SST 

Fig. 4. Female SSTCre:γ2f/f mice do not exhibit behavioral resilience to UCMS. Behavioral analyses of female SSTCre:γ2f/f mice and γ2f/f controls under NS and 
UCMS conditions. A) Experimental design. B) Weight gain of female mice was unaffected by UCMS. and genotype (stress x genotype F1,293 ¼ 2.53, p ¼ 0.11, 3-way 
repeated measurement ANOVA). C,D) The distance traveled in the OFT was increased in SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. γ2f/f mice (C) (F1,42 ¼ 7.76, p ¼ 0.008) independent of stress. 
The center duration (D) showed an anxiogenic effect of UCMS (F1,42 ¼ 8.50, p ¼ 0.0057). UCMS decreased the time spent in the center of SSTCre:γ2f/f (p ¼ 0.02, n ¼
14–15) but not γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.55, n ¼ 8–9). E) In the EPM, SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. γ2f/f mice spent an increased percentage of time on open arms (F1,39 ¼ 14.53, p ¼
0.0005) independent of UCMS. F) The latency to feed in the NSFT showed a UCMS effect (F1,40 ¼ 4.613, p ¼ 0.038) and a stress � genotype interaction (F1,40 ¼ 12.43, 
p ¼ 0.0011) with the expected reduction in latency to feed in NS SSTCre:γ2f/f vs. NS γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.009, n ¼ 9–15) and a reduced feeding latency in UCMS vs. NS 
SSTCre:γ2f/f mice (p < 0.001, n ¼ 13–15) but not UCMS vs. NS γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.73, n ¼ 8–9). G) The SSPT showed a UCMS-induced overall reduction in grooming 
duration (F1,36 ¼ 39.23, p < 0.0001) and an interaction of stress x genotype effects (F1,36 ¼ 7.053, p ¼ 0.0117). NS SSTCre:γ2f/f mice spent more time grooming than 
NS γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.017, n ¼ 9–13), and UCMS reduced the grooming duration in SSTCre:γ2f/f (p < 0.001, n ¼ 11–13) but not γ2f/f mice (p ¼ 0.11, n ¼ 8–9). H) The 
SPT showed no effects of UCMS and genotype. Data were analyzed by 2-way ANOVA and Tukey test. Bar graphs represent means � SE. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p 
< 0.001. 
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interneurons protects from UCMS only at the level of SST expression in 
SSTþ interneurons, which appears inconsequential for behavioral out-
comes. Future experiments will need to address whether, as predicted by 
the data presented here, disinhibition of SST neurons delimited to mPFC 
is sufficient to confer resilience and whether resilience is also seen in 
chronic stress models that consistently lead to anhedonia. Lastly, it will 
be important to examine whether UCMS effects on the ISR pathway are 
attenuated in SSTCre:γ2f/f mice and, if they are, whether any such effects 
are sex and cell-type specific. 
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